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One of the fastest growing fields in planning today is what has become known as "food systems"
planning. This field has emerged from the realization of the important connections between farms,
food processors, food distribution, food retailing, and consumption.
This PAS Memo begins by setting the context for the local food movement and its relationship to
planning and economic development, showing why local food is important and why its economic
importance has been undervalued in the past. The article then describes measures that planners,
local officials, and citizens can take to overcome this lack of understanding and appreciation to
help promote local small-scale agriculture and the many benefits it offers. These measures go
beyond the familiar tools of comprehensive plans, zoning ordinances, farmland preservation, and
economic development, and they will work only if seen in the larger context of the food system as
a whole. Because this article is conceptual in nature and looks at the "big picture," it does not go
into specific detail on agricultural planning programs or projects, which are worthy subjects for
other articles.
The components of what we now call the "food system" have generally not been recognized by
planners as part of an integrated whole. Planning for agriculture and agricultural land has been
viewed primarily as the province of rural community planning; food distribution and
merchandising are partly about economic development and partly about provision of commercial
services; food services for restaurants, resorts, hotels, schools, and institutions have been viewed
as separate activities.
There is also the issue of scale and how the parts fit together. Before the advent of cheap fossil
fuel and a national market for food controlled by a handful of industrial food processors, most food
was locally sourced. As with electricians, carpenters, music teachers, and doctors, you got what
you needed from somebody nearby, someone you often knew personally (if not the farmer, then
the local grocer who bought from the local farmer), not from a vertically integrated global
conglomerate that produced or purchased your food and the inputs that went into it and then
distributed it nationwide. Today, food has come to be seen as just another consumer product that
emerges from a vast industrial system of production.
Increasing recognition of the importance of where food comes from and how it is produced has
created a rapidly accelerating "locavore" movement. The locavore movement is at the confluence
of a growing awareness of both the health implications of industrial chemical agriculture and the
awareness of the significant contribution local businesses make to community character and the
health of the local economy. "Locally grown" connotes not only "healthy for the body" but also
"healthy for the community, environment, and economy." Writers like Michael Pollan have made
us much more keenly aware of the health and economic implications of our food choices: both
how and where our food is grown.
This growing interest in bringing food closer to home is demonstrated by a new real estate
concept: the farm-based development project, where real estate developers integrate local farms
into the fabric of their developments. Successful examples include Serenbe, in the Chattahoochee
Hill Country near Atlanta (www.serenbe.com) and Prairie Crossing, in Grayslake, Illinois
(www.prairiecrossing.com). There is a growing market of homebuyers who derive great
satisfaction from knowing their food comes from the farmer down the road or in their backyard.
They want to be part of a food system that they can see, touch, and taste, and they are willing to
pay a premium for it (Ranney et al. 2010). These developments are among the few that are still
selling well in the face of the worst real estate market in memory.

Serenbe is an example of a successful farm-based development project. Photo Joel Russell.

Agriculture also fits well in depressed urban areas where jobs are scarce and food quality is poor,
but vacant land is abundant. Recent projects in rust-belt cities like Detroit, Cleveland, and
Holyoke, Massachusetts, have shown that putting vacant urban land into agriculture solves
multiple problems synergistically. It provides jobs and income for the unemployed, healthy food
for the sick and undernourished, skill development for the undereducated, and perhaps most
importantly, hope and pride for people who have lived without these for years or even
generations.
Community-supported agriculture (CSA) and farmers markets, while still small in relation to the
overall food system, have gained popularity disproportionate to their current economic volume,
and the "buy local" movement is expanding and gaining recognition in mainstream food
marketing. More and more supermarkets now have "local food" sections complementing their
relatively new organic food aisles. The food production systems that underlie these trends have
undergone unprecedented re-examination as a result.

Why Preserving Local Agriculture is Important
Despite the growing interest in local food and the systems that support it, the predominant food
production system today is one of increasing concentration and industrialization. Federal and state
farm policies have for decades followed "cheap food," "get big or get out" policies designed to
encourage large-scale production, which leads to economies of scale and lower food prices.
However, these policies have had serious consequences. Recent books, articles, and films have
documented the decline of farming towns and counties due to the substitution of capital and
machinery for farm labor; threats to our food supply and the environment due to overuse of
pesticides, herbicides, and antibiotics in feed; inhumane treatment of farm animals in
confinement operations; an increased dependence on fossil fuels; and the epidemic of obesity
resulting from an unhealthy diet of cheap food.
While we export millions of tons of commodity crops around the world, many parts of our major
cities are "food deserts" where residents lack access to healthy food. Nationally, 68 percent of
adults and 32 percent of children and teens are currently obese or overweight, trends exacerbated
by diets consisting of unhealthful food made cheap by federal subsidies (Levi et al. 2010, 9). Our
current food system thus directly impacts the health care crisis that threatens our society's
economic stability.

Today's large-scale agriculture has come at the expense of local small farmers who cannot
compete with the low prices and subsidized production costs of industrialized farming. The result
has been the loss of farmland and the decline of rural communities. We also now face concerns
about "food security" as we recognize that our food supply depends upon a far-reaching global
network, highly dependent on fossil fuels, the breakdown of which could threaten our ability to
feed ourselves.
The decline of local agriculture and the industrialization and globalization of food production is by
now a familiar story to many. What can be done to reverse it, aside from the critical but politically
difficult task of withdrawing subsidies that distort the market and benefit large-scale industrial
agriculture at the expense of small and mid-size independent farmers who produce healthy, local
food?
Farmland, Farms, or Farmers?
The farmland preservation movement began in the 1970s and 1980s, as Americans recognized
that much of our productive farmland was being lost to suburban development. The interstate
highway system opened up more and more of the farmland surrounding cities to sprawling
residential and commercial development, which took advantage of the good soils and gentle
topography. At the same time that this conversion of farmland was occurring, the industrial
productivity of agriculture increased, allowing more food to be grown on less land. Fossil fuel, in
the form of fertilizers, pesticides, and fuel for farm machinery and trucks, replaced land and labor,
making the land around cities less valuable for farming and more valuable for development. At the
same time, much of the less productive farmland outside of those metropolitan areas was simply
abandoned, growing back to brush and forest. In essence, less land was being farmed, and former
farmland was turning into suburbs or forests.

The national shift to large-scale industrialized agriculture has threatened small family farms
(Cooperstown, New York). Photo Joel Russell.

As this shift was occurring, few people realized just how fundamentally unsustainable it was. It
was ecologically unsustainable because of its heavy reliance on declining supplies of oil, its
destruction of topsoil that took centuries to build up, and its pollution of our waterways with
chemicals; and it was economically unsustainable because of its heavy reliance on subsidies for
large-scale agriculture financed by federal deficit spending. These government policies aimed to
make industrial food very cheap; the resulting apparent "higher cost" of local food helped drive
smaller-scale farms out of business. Equally problematic were other federal policies encouraging

the development of farmland, including housing and transportation subsidies that catalyzed the
vast movement of Americans out of cities into suburbs and exurbs.
What appeared to many to be a crisis of farmland loss was really one small part of a much larger
crisis in the making, a crisis that links food, health, housing, banking, finance, transportation, and
ultimately, energy and climate change.
As awareness of this loss of farmland grew, a farmland preservation movement emerged,
spearheaded by local land conservation organizations (especially land trusts) and national
organizations such as the American Farmland Trust. However, preserving the land base is at best
only a partial solution, because farmland cannot really be preserved unless it is being actively and
profitably farmed. And profitable farming depends upon a whole range of economic factors, many
of which are outside of local control. The less that farmers need to depend on global market
conditions, federal subsidies, and off-site inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides, the less
vulnerable they are to these uncontrollable fluctuations in their economic environment. Organic
and biodynamic farming practices that recycle nutrients from animal and vegetable waste through
composting and use ecological principles to control pests offer self-reliance on the input side, and
farmers markets, local produce stores, and CSAs help protect farmers from the vagaries of
national and international market conditions.
Profitable farming also depends upon a supportive infrastructure of agriculturally related
businesses and communities that value farmers, so any policy to protect farms, farmers, or
farmland that does not take into account the food system as a whole is bound to be limited in its
effect. The good news is that consumers are the largest segment of this system, and they could
ultimately drive change. When enough of us insist upon high quality, wholesome local food, the
system will have to adapt to our demands. The growing interest in local, healthy food is a sign
that a change in consciousness is underway. Perhaps the current national economic and budget
crisis, as well as the growing costs of inputs and fossil fuels, is what it will take to rethink the
politics of food.

Current Agricultural Planning Approaches: Limitations and
Opportunities
In the meantime, what can planners and local government officials do in the current economic
and political climate to help promote this shift? The relatively few areas under local control include
zoning and land use controls, local taxes, local forms of subsidy, and local infrastructure
investment. Perhaps as important are local cultural attitudes and values about the connection
between people and the land and between food, farming, ecology, nature, and human health. The
place of agriculture in a community and its value to residents is an intangible factor that can
make a great difference in the success of local farming and the use of planning tools such as
comprehensive plans, zoning, property tax incentives, and Purchase of Development Rights (PDR).
Comprehensive Plans
Local comprehensive plans increasingly address the need to preserve agricultural land for a variety
of reasons, including scenic value, the desire to preserve "rural character," or water resource
protection. Comprehensive plans usually pay less attention to agriculture as a significant force in
the local economy. Except in predominantly agricultural regions, the economic value of agriculture
tends to be underestimated by planners and public officials. Indeed, agriculture is most often
considered part of the "land use" element of a comprehensive plan rather part of its economic
development section, and in many communities in or near metropolitan areas, agriculture is
considered to be a temporary or transient land use that is being phased out as development takes
over the landscape. This is changing as people come to value farmland both as a natural and
cultural resource and as a source of food and economic activity.

Comprehensive plans should acknowledge the many values of agriculture, especially where it
defines an area's character and economic foundations (Amenia, New York). Photo Joel Russell.

Very few plans directly address food systems as the concept is still new, but this may be
changing. At the American Planning Association's 2010 National Planning Conference in New
Orleans, a "food interest group" meeting attracted a standing-room only, predominantly younger
crowd of students and planners. When someone asked how many participants wanted to become
"food systems planners," almost every hand in the room shot up. The opportunity for integration
of food systems planning into the comprehensive planning process is one of the most exciting in
the field today.
This type of planning would combine economic development, local infrastructure and commercial
services, natural resources, land use, open space, and conservation under the overall umbrella of
tying together food producers, processors, distributors, retailers, restaurateurs, and consumers
into a coherent system that focuses on protecting the local agricultural land base, making farms
economically profitable, and producing, buying, and selling as much local food as possible.
The growing interest in food systems as an integral part of community planning means that
opportunities for the planning and enhancement of local food systems will increase in the coming
years. The time may come in the near future when county planning departments will add food
systems planners to their staff, and when comprehensive plans will include food systems sections
that make connections between farms, food, markets, and consumers. Until that time, the
consideration of food systems in planning will likely continue to be haphazard and ineffective.
Zoning and Land Use Controls
Many communities approach the protection of farmland and farms through zoning measures that
are intended to help preserve farmland. There are many variations of this, many well-intended,
but most quite counterproductive. These include:
1. Large-lot agricultural residential zoning, which merely encourages sprawl residential
development.
2. Cluster development, which is really a form of modified sprawl where homes are scattered
through the countryside in a more clustered configuration, often using views of farmland as
an "amenity" to promote sales.
3. Exclusive agricultural zoning, which is more effective, but also more restrictive and politically
unpopular in areas where development pressures exist.

4. Natural resource protection zoning, which promotes economically viable agriculture or
forestry as preferred land uses, makes large-scale residential development economically
infeasible through substantial residential downzoning, and adds flexibility for non-residential
uses, enabling farmers to add complementary uses to provide additional streams of income.
This is a compromise approach which is more effective than clustering and more politically
palatable than exclusive agricultural zoning.
5. "Town and Country" zoning, which requires that development occur only in densely populated
hamlets and villages, with the surrounding rural areas (70 percent or more of the land)
remaining undeveloped and available for farming, forestry, natural area preservation, and
recreation. This type of zoning only works in rare instances where land holdings are very
large and there is substantial support among landowners (e.g., the Chattahoochee Hill
Country outside of Atlanta).
The main problem with reliance on zoning and similar regulatory measures is that it usually
alienates the very people whose livelihoods it is supposed to benefit: farmers. Farmers generally
view restrictive zoning, even if it is intended to protect agriculture, as taking something away
from them; this can aggravate tensions between farmers and the rest of the community. They are
more inclined to support approaches that recognize and compensate them for their contribution to
the local economy and landscape. In a 2009 review of agricultural preservation zoning's track
record, I found that nonzoning programs generally played a more important role in determining
whether or not a community was successful at keeping its farmland in production and its farms
profitable (Russell 2009). The most important factors in successful protection of agriculture were
cultural in nature: shared community values, steady political leadership, broad-based knowledge
and understanding of agriculture within the community, and communication and trust among the
farm and nonfarm populations. Where farmland protection zoning has been successful, it has
usually been supported by or even proposed by the farmers rather than imposed upon them.
Another shortcoming of agricultural zoning is its narrow focus on farms and farmland; it typically
ignores the other links in the food system needed to make farms profitable. A good example of
this is the need for slaughter facilities, which most zoning ordinances prohibit categorically, even
in remote rural locations where they would have little or no impact on residential neighbors. This
lack of slaughter facilities may be the largest bottleneck in the food system today. Demand for
locally produced meat far exceeds the supply, and farmers and restaurateurs report that lack of
slaughtering capacity is the major obstacle to capitalizing on this trend. According to Dan Barber,
executive chef of Blue Hill Restaurant at Stone Barns, "Slaughterhouses are the single most
important thing that farmers in the region need" (Glynwood n.d). Zoning, originally written to
separate slaughterhouses and other "incompatible" uses from housing, must now be revised to
allow them in appropriate places. Such facilities are an essential link in the chain that connects
land and farmers to anyone who eats meat, and they need to be encouraged as essential uses for
a local economy.
To reiterate this important point, land use controls are most effective when enacted in the context
of a larger community effort that supports farms and farmers. This community culture develops in
places where agriculture is appreciated as an essential part of the local food system, a system
that provides economic, health, environmental, and social benefits, and that allows and
encourages the infrastructure needed to make farmers successful. This only happens when there
is shared understanding, good communication, and the political leadership and will to make
meaningful change.
PDR, Taxation, and Subsidies
Experience has shown that incentive-based mechanisms for farmland preservation, such as
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR), property tax reductions for active farming, and various
forms of local subsidy for farmers, are politically more palatable and much more likely to engender
cooperation from landowners. This is where the development of state and federal subsidy
programs for local farming could be very helpful. Though local subsidy programs can meet
political opposition, people are far more willing to pay a little more in taxes, contribute to a
community farm program, or buy local even if it is more expensive when they have made the
connection between local farms and farmers and the food they eat. When they know the farmer
selling them their dozen eggs, they are surprisingly willing to add a dollar or two to the price
because they trust that the eggs will be high quality and that buying them will help keep the
farmer on the land and the land productive. The recent large-scale recalls of industrially produced
eggs (and other products) have further increased the value of knowing where one's food has come
from and who produced it.

When consumers make the connection between farmers and their food — in this case, the
chickens laying their eggs — they are surprisingly willing to pay premium prices for local products
(Glynwood Center, New York). Photo Joel Russell.

When a critical mass of community members is willing to support PDR, tax incentives, or
subsidies, farmers respond enthusiastically because financial incentive programs make them feel
appreciated and recognized, make farms more profitable, and show the community's commitment
to local agriculture. Still, without a broader-based understanding of food systems, PDR and other
incentives will have limited impact. Even where state programs providing limited property tax
relief for farmland exist, they are often insufficient to offset the cost and price advantages
industrial farmers enjoy by virtue of government subsidies, economies of scale, and cheap
transportation. There is no way the public can afford to pay for all of the farmland that must be
preserved or subsidize the small farms that need help in order to rebalance the scales that remain
tilted so decisively in favor of industrial petroleum-based agriculture. (Of course, using those
same subsidies to help small farmers instead of their industrial competitors would make a huge
difference.)
Economics and Infrastructure
Space does not permit a thorough discussion of the broader issues of farm economics and
infrastructure. Supplies, equipment, markets, pricing, financing, processing, transportation, and
distribution are key factors in food systems planning. A food system plan or food system
component of a comprehensive plan should deal with these issues in detail. In addition to the
usual analysis of agricultural soils and lists of farm operations, it should include inventories of the
total value of farm production with a breakdown by crop and product type, and also address
value-added products, food processing facilities, availability and gaps of availability in credit for
farms, markets (local, regional, and national, including web-based marketing), suppliers,
equipment dealers and repair facilities, labor supply (local and migrant), farm labor housing, and
price differentials between local and national/industrial producers. When the total value of
agricultural production is calculated in many communities, it often surprises those who think that
industry and retail are the most significant economic generators.
The food system is among the least understood components of a local economy, both by local
citizens and their elected representatives and by those who gather statistics for federal and state
agencies. Agriculture and food have not been viewed holistically, so that the information available
has to be extracted from the various silos where it is stored, and much of it has to be generated
from scratch by interviewing local farmers, grocers, distributors, chefs, and others involved in the

food system. This type of analysis will quickly reveal constraints that impede local food systems,
such as deficiencies of necessary infrastructure (including the slaughter facilities discussed
above), credit and "patient capital," affordable land, markets, and housing for farm owners and
workers.

The Need for a Whole Community Food Systems Approach
We need an entirely new approach to planning for agriculture and food systems, one that links
local agriculture with local food and the complex web of institutions and businesses that support
agriculture. Agricultural preservation should no longer be seen as merely a subset of land-use
planning, but must be brought into the larger context of food systems planning and the regional
economy.
This article is a starting point — a call to rethink farmland, farms, and food. It is also a call to
action, to bring together the stakeholders whose cooperation is essential to the success of a fully
functioning local food system. The full development of this field will require the efforts of a new
generation of multidisciplinary planners, activists, entrepreneurs, public officials, restaurateurs,
and farmers. We all eat food, so we all have a stake in this.
The main ingredients of a whole community food systems approach include the following:
A supportive community culture. This is the single most important part of the solution; it
underpins all of the recommendations in this article. Creating this culture involves forging social
connections and communication between producers and consumers. It means turning consumers
into producers through gardening and backyard farming, strengthening the role of CSAs, and
connecting food retailers and bulk food purchasers (hospitals, restaurants, schools, institutions)
with local food producers. In a supportive community culture, people will be far more aware of the
dynamics of the food system and the need for farm profitability in the face of a market which is
heavily biased toward large-scale commodity crops. People will recognize that if they want to eat
good meat, they need to allow slaughter facilities (just as if they want to talk on their cell phones,
they need to allow cell towers). Community leaders will put food systems and agriculture high on
their agendas and appreciate the linkages with other important issues such as education, public
health, and land use policy.
Education. Educational institutions from primary school through college are important in two
ways: (1) by purchasing local food, they can guarantee large markets for fresh local food and
thereby help farmers while better nourishing their students; and (2) by teaching about food
systems and agriculture they can help train the next generation of food system workers and
professionals. They can also use the land on their often sprawling campuses to produce food and
train future farmers. The old "ag school" model, largely abandoned, needs to be reinvented so that
agriculture is taught as a noble profession that lies at the heart of the food system and even
national security. A college student majoring in agriculture and food should have the same
prestige as a computer science major. We need to bring back the heroic ideal of the yeoman
farmer who forms the bedrock of the economic and social system of his or her community. We
also must create better-educated consumers and citizens to increase public awareness of the food
system and the importance of buying local food.
Health. Everyone in the health industry — public health officials, hospitals, doctors, even health
insurers — needs to understand the connection between healthy local food and individual and
public health. The federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has recently become a leader
in this (CDC 2020). The CDC's interest is an encouraging sign, but this awareness has to
permeate the entire medical world. Doctors should set an example by going out of their way to
buy local food from farmers markets and local grocers, and they should explain to their patients
why it is important to do so. Health care plans should provide members with rebates for CSA
shares, as has been done in Wisconsin (Madison Area CSA Coalition 2011; Wholesome Harvest
CSA 2011).
Infrastructure. Access to affordable land, credit, food processing, farm supplies and equipment,
farm-animal veterinary care, farm housing, farmers markets, and slaughter and distribution
facilities are all essential to a healthy food system. Each community should inventory its food
system infrastructure, identify gaps, and take action to fill these. This must be done at both the
local and regional levels.

Access to food-system infrastructure, including land and farm-animal veterinary care, is essential
to a diversified farming base (Glynwood Center, New York). Photo Joel Russell.

Land Conservation. Land preservationists should be sure that they are not just protecting land
but also protecting the land's productive capacity and the farmers who make it produce (LaBelle
and Rubin 2008). This means, for example, that restrictions on the subdivision of land or
construction of farmhouses on land under a conservation easement should take into account the
possibility that smaller land holdings may someday be needed for intensive organic vegetable
farming, and that farmers will need to live on their land. The 10-acre "farmette" which today
epitomizes large-lot sprawl could evolve into 10-acre cornucopias of healthy food production. The
protection of land through conservation easements should not prevent this.
Planning and Development. Food system considerations should permeate planning, permitting,
and preservation activities, so that no decisions are made by local town boards, planning boards,
city councils, and conservation organizations without considering the ramifications for the food
system. This includes zoning and PDR, but goes far beyond it, to such seemingly far-flung matters
as budgets for school lunches and planting edible landscapes in parks and the buffers separating
industrial uses.
Local Financing. Many individuals have their life savings tied up in various investments, most of
which are in retirement plans administered by money managers with close ties to Wall Street. If
even a small percentage of this reservoir of capital were invested in strengthening the local food
system, the results could be phenomenal. Putting money to work building local food systems,
instead of investing it in large corporations — including those that operate and profit from the
industrial food system — is a component of the "slow money" movement (Tasch 2008). The key
missing ingredient, from a food-systems standpoint, is an institutional vehicle linking local
savings with local food-system businesses.
The Glynwood Center's Keep Farming® Program
A planning process that pays proper attention to agriculture and food systems will include a
component that measures and assesses the economic importance of agriculture. Glynwood
Center in Cold Spring, New York, has pioneered an approach to planning and community action
called Keep Farming® that puts food systems planning at the center of community planning
efforts.

The Keep Farming program works with selected communities to engage in a community-based
process for saving agriculture. Glynwood staff provide community leaders and residents with
training, instructional materials, and expert guidance organized in three major phases.
In phase 1, Organizing the Community for Success, Keep Farming engages a wide variety of
stakeholders in the process and helps community residents gain a deeper appreciation of local
farming, how it benefits the community, and why it is worthy of strong support. This helps local
residents feel truly invested in the "action plan" later developed for local agriculture and its
implementation.
In phase 2, Analyzing the Challenges and Opportunities of Local Agriculture, Keep Farming helps
the community document the contributions that farming makes by assessing the following key
values:
• Economics. This helps the community understand how important agriculture is in generating
income: it sells products, employs people, and supports many more in agriculture-related
businesses. Additionally, keeping land in agricultural production saves the municipality money
because farmland requires fewer services than developed land.
• Local Foods. This helps the community pinpoint where their food comes from and how much of
that food is produced locally. It also uncovers opportunities for farmers to diversify to meet the
demands of local consumers.
• Natural Resources. This helps the community learn about their natural resources and
understand how these resources are affected and protected by farming.
• Aesthetics. This demonstrates the aesthetic quality that farmland brings to a community and
how farming keeps the countryside alive. Rolling hills, green pastures, and working landscapes
provide an important sense of place and community identity.
In phase 3, Preparing the Keep Farming Action Plan, Keep Farming uses the community's
newfound understanding of agriculture's multiple benefits to design a strategy that both
protects farmland and supports farmers through the following actions:
• Preserving Agricultural Land. In high and moderate growth areas, the first step in protecting
agriculture is to secure the land base. There are many different tools that communities can use
to preserve farmland. Keep Farming helps the community understand why certain land use tools
work and others do not, which ones are appropriate for their particular circumstances, and how
to customize these tools.
• Creating Economic Opportunities. Small and midsized farms have been challenged for too long
by a lack of local markets for their products. Most supermarkets do not purchase local products
because buyers cannot be guaranteed sufficient volume, year-round delivery of seasonal
produce, or the lowest price. Keep Farming helps the community develop new markets for local
products and shorten the food-supply chain to link producers and consumers.
The Keep Farming process has been used in Chatham, New York, and has resulted in an
agriculture and food systems component being added as an integral part of the town's
comprehensive plan. More importantly, but more intangibly, it has changed the culture of the
community and greatly increased communication among farmers, town officials, local
businesspeople, restaurateurs, long-term residents, and newcomers. It has also, surprisingly,
greatly increased communication among different kinds of farmers who previously had very little
contact with one another (Russell 2010).
For more information:
Glynwood Keep Farming www.glynwood.org/programs/keep-farming/
Chatham Keep Farming www.chathamkeepfarming.org/
Russell, Joel. 2010. "Building Your Planning Process from the Ground Up." Planning
Commissioners Journal, Winter. Available at www.plannersweb.com.

What Planners Can Do: Action Steps
There are many things that planners can do to help support local food systems. Here are some of
them:
1. Planning departments in counties and large townships can add a dedicated staff person
whose responsibility is food systems planning to carry out the recommendations in this PAS
Memo.
2. Comprehensive plans can be revised by adding a section on food systems planning following

the approach suggested above, especially by inventorying farm production and food
infrastructure and using a highly participatory process such as that devised by Glynwood in
its Keep Farming program. Part of this can be a "food security" plan designed to maximize
production of local food. Students at the Conway School of Landscape Design in Conway,
Massachusetts, have prepared food security plans for the nearby communities of
Northampton and Shelburne Falls (see for example Dunbar, Hoffmeier, and Rhodes 2009).
3. Planners can recruit farmers to be actively involved in any food systems or agricultural
protection planning process, and a conscious effort should be made to increase
communication and build trust between the farm and non-farm communities.
4. The economic development function in planning departments can give explicit recognition to
farming and food systems as economic generators and important parts of the local economy
and work hard to promote farmers markets, CSAs, local food restaurants, backyard farming,
and other parts of the food system infrastructure from farm fields and processors to markets
and restaurants.
5. Planners can propose mechanisms to implement food systems recommendations, such as
PDR programs, changes in zoning to allow slaughter facilities, farmstands, a wide range of
nonresidential uses on farms, urban agriculture, and agricultural protection zoning where
there is a culture of support for such measures. These mechanisms are most likely to succeed
if they emerge from a community conversation about what farmers need in order to be
successful rather than from planners telling the community what is best.
6. Planners can work to change zoning to encourage and incentivize clustered and new urbanist
developments that include edible landscapes and establish community farms and CSAs as
protected open space (such as Serenbe and Prairie Crossing).
7. Planners can work with local economic development organizations on financing agricultural
operations and land purchases and leases for local production.
8. Local governments can acquire farmland and lease it to small commercial farmers and CSAs
on favorable terms to create as much local food production as possible. Such land can also be
leased on a smaller scale for non-commercial community gardens. Planners play a key role in
arranging such transactions.
9. Planners can coordinate with other municipal departments such as school food services and
parks departments to ensure that as much local food as possible is purchased using public
money (where it might otherwise be bought from industrial food suppliers) and to use as
much vacant land as possible to grow food.

Conclusion
As described above, The Glynwood Center's pioneering approach to food systems planning offers a
coherent methodology for a food systems planning process at the local level adapted to meet the
needs of each community. This promising beginning should be complemented by similar efforts at
the regional, state, and federal levels. There is no "one-size-fits-all" solution. Each community
must find its own path toward a better food system, starting with the simple act of each person
becoming aware of where food comes from and choosing to buy quality food that is local.
Larger-scale farming will always be able to benefit from economies of scale, but this advantage
can be at least partially offset by the superior quality, freshness, safety, and reduced
transportation costs of local food. Local food deserves a fair chance to compete in the marketplace
and in the hearts, minds, and mouths of all. Planners have a major role to play in educating the
public, helping to put in place the components of a viable food system, and advocating change at
systemic as well as local levels.
However, as this article has emphasized, local food will not be sufficiently valued unless and until
more people make the food system connection between food, farms, infrastructure, diet, and
health. A transformation is already in the making, but its fulfillment requires the efforts of people
in all walks of life and in every community to put pressure on their elected representatives to
build and support an infrastructure of community food systems. Planners have a key role to play
in helping to raise community awareness and increasing communication among participants in the
food system. Indeed, most people are not even aware that they are essential links in something
planners call the food system.
If we do this, we will eat better, reduce our carbon footprint, and enjoy the sheer pleasure of
sitting down to a dinner of healthy local food, knowing that it makes our planet a better place for
all. Fortunately, food is something that makes people happy. Unlike discussions of planning,
policy, and PDR, which we as planners know can be deadly boring to the layperson, food is just
plain fun. Making the food system connection is our best hope for the future of agriculture.
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